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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
AND OTHER HELPFUL
TOOLS
●

Boroscope

●

Moisture

Note: This library update is intended to
describe recommendations for performing
inspections for subterranean termites in slab
buildings and not intended to describe the
practices required for a full wood destroying
insect inspection. Some states have additional
requirements for termite inspections. Check
with your state lead agency (ex: department of
agriculture) for details.
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lab construction presents a unique
challenge for subterranean termite
● Inspection mirror
inspectors due to the fact that only
a small portion of the structure is visible for
inspection. In finished structures, the vast majority of termite entry points are hidden from
the inspector’s view. Cracks in the slab are typically obscured by floor coverings, and expansion joints are hidden by walls and baseboards. To make matters worse, slab construction
lends itself to unique conditions conducive to termite infestation including wooden grade
stakes and form boards in contact with soil and wooden door frames embedded in the
concrete that are in contact with the soil.
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Three Basic Slab Types
In order to provide an effective termite inspection under these difficult circumstances, it is
important to understand the three basic slab types that are encountered in the field. Having
the ability to recognize the type of slab will help the inspector visualize potential termite
entry points associated with each construction type and help guide the inspection.
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Monolithic Slab

A monolithic slab consists of a single
continuous pour of concrete to create
both the slab and footer, resulting in no
expansion joint around the perimeter of
the foundation.

Suspended or Supported Slab

A supported or suspended slab extends
over top of the foundation wall and rests
on top of the footer. The bottom of the
slab may be visible from the exterior of the
structure, resting on top of the foundation
wall. In many cases, the exterior siding
may obscure this inspection point, or the
slab may rest only partially on top of the
foundation wall.

Floating Slab

A floating slab does not rest on top of a
footing, instead it rests directly on grade
with an expansion joint separating it from
the footing. The expansion joint provides
direct termite access from beneath the
slab to the interior of the structure. The
expansion joint may be hidden from the
inspector’s view by wall coverings. In some
homes, a floating slab can be identified if
an exterior door threshold can be removed
to reveal an expansion joint underneath.
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DON’T FORGET TO
LOOK FOR TERMITES IN
THESE PLACES:
●

Mulch

●

Landscape

●

Stumps

●

Abutting

timbers

slabs/patios/decks

on grade
●

Planters

●

Columns

●

Fences

●

Under

splash blocks beneath

gutter downspouts

The Exterior Inspection
The exterior inspection on a slab building is similar to performing termite inspections on structures with
crawlspace or basement construction. The inspector should carefully inspect the entire exterior foundation
wall for evidence of mud shelter tubes, which provide a conduit over the foundation from the soil to the
structure. Shelter tubes, live or dead termites and other evidence of infestation (including damage) should be
noted around the exterior of the structure. Termites and their evidence are often encountered around or near
the perimeter of the structure; however, these might not be considered evidence of infestation of the structure
itself. Only termites or evidence found in or on the structure should be considered a structural infestation. It
should be noted, however, that the client should be alerted if termites are found within close proximity of the
structure and treatment can still be recommended. Please note that many states have differing subterranean
termite reporting requirements. Inspectors should always check to make sure they are in compliance with local
regulations for termite inspections before completing a report or making recommendations.
In addition to visually inspecting the exterior of the structure for evidence of termite infestation, the condition and location of the exterior siding should be noted. Does the siding/brick veneer/synthetic stucco extend
below soil grade? If so, termites could be entering the structure underground behind the siding, remaining
completely hidden to the inspector or property owner.
Check the perimeter of the building for additional conditions conducive to termite infestation and
alert the client regarding their presence. Situations including (but not limited to) improper grading,
pooling water, wood debris, and excessive moisture can create ideal microhabitats for termites, increasing
the likelihood of infestation.
Interior Inspection
The exterior inspection is important; however, the inspection process does not end there, the interior inspection is equally important and much more challenging. The most difficult challenge facing inspectors
in slab structures is the lack of visual access to the construction components that are in close proximity
to common termite entry points. Unlike crawlspace or most basement construction, slab buildings typically have finished interiors obstructing the inspector’s view. Carpet, tile, baseboards, wallpaper, drywall,
and paneling are just some examples of the commonly encountered obstructions that make interior
inspections on slab buildings difficult.
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BE ON THE
LOOKOUT FOR:
●

Heating

and cooling ducts
embedded in slab floors

●

Radiant

●

Post

●

Hidden

●

Converted

●

Cracks

heat systems in slabs

tension slabs
rooms beneath slabs

garages with
floors installed over 2'x4'
sleeper floors
in slab floors.

A termite inspection is not limited to the ground floor of a building. Although subterranean termites are
most commonly encountered on the lower levels of a structure, aerial colonies may be present in upper levels,
especially when sufficient moisture is present in a structure due to roof leaks or other moisture sources. All
baseboards and doorjambs in the structure should be tapped (sounded) with a blunt instrument (often the
handle of a large screwdriver). The experienced inspector will often be able to locate areas of wood that need
additional inspection (often by probing the wood with the opposite end of the screwdriver) based on differences in how damaged wood sounds compared to intact wood. In addition to looking for mud shelter tubes
and termite damage, the inspector should check windowsills, spider webs and ceiling light fixtures for signs of
termite swarmers (alates).
The inspector should be on the lookout for any wood structural components that extend into the slab. Stair
horses, door jambs, form boards and support columns put in place before the slab was poured may extend
below the concrete and remain in contact with soil. These areas should be carefully inspected and brought to
the client’s attention as potentially troublesome conducive conditions. In addition to these challenges, other
construction elements should be carefully inspected in slab buildings including utility penetrations and bath
traps. Occasionally, access panels to inspect bath traps are not present and must be installed in order to successfully perform an inspection of these areas. Hot water tanks and furnaces are often installed in awkward
locations and are an obstruction found in nearly every structure. Inspection mirrors are often needed to
inspect behind these common obstructions. An increasingly common obstruction is hardwood floors installed
over slabs. These floors may be “floating” directly on top of the slab, or may be built on top a of sleeper floor.
In either case, inspection and subsequent treatment of these floor types are difficult.
Recognizing and understanding the common issues encountered during the inspection of slab homes will
allow inspectors to prepared for and meet the challenges associated with these structures and be able to provide a more thorough inspection for subterranean termites.
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Special thanks to the members of the NPMA WDO Division for their work developing this article.
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